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Abstract
Most state-of-the-art solutions to sound signal processing tasks
such as the speech and noise separation task and the music
style classification task are based on Recurrent Neural Network
(RNN) architecture or Hidden Markov Model (HMM). Both
RNN and HMM assume that the input is chain-structured so
that each element in the chain is equally dependent on all its
previous units. However in real-life scenes the units alone do
not carry much meaning. Only when several units group to be
segments will they be semantically informative. This character-
istic of sound signals clearly prefers emphasizing dependencies
among units in the same segment, which leads to a natural selec-
tion of tree-structured models instead of chain-structured ones.
In this paper we introduce Seq2Tree network and two models
based on Seq2Tree architecture solving 1) speech and noise sep-
aration task and 2) music style classification task, respectively.
Experiments show that our Seq2Tree-based models outperform
the state-of-the-art systems in both tasks, which agrees with our
hypothesis that sound signals have potential tree-structured de-
pendencies among their sound elements. Also the experiment
results prove the advancement of the Seq2Tree network archi-
tecture in sound signal processing tasks.
Index Terms: speech and noise separation, music signal pro-
cessing, deep learning, seq2tree network

1. Introduction
Traditional models on sound signal processing tasks rely heav-
ily on the global chain-structured dependency among the units
in the signal. Such models include models based on Recur-
rent Neural Network (RNN) or Hidden Markov Model (HMM).
It is true that the temporally successive units are related to
each other, but the assumption of the chain-structured depen-
dency requires the units to be semantically meaningful. In most
sound signal processing tasks this is not fulfilled. For exam-
ple phonemes in a piece of speech cannot express any meaning
without being grouped to be words. This property of units in
sound signal processing tasks violates the prerequisite of using
chain models so undermines their performances on these tasks.

We call the tasks in which units have to be combined with
their neighbors to carry semantic meanings segment process-
ing tasks. The two tasks we choose to tackle in this paper are
both segment processing tasks. In the speech and noise sepa-
ration task clearly the signal has to be modeled by a sequence
of words in speech, intertwined with noise fractions from vari-
ous sources. In the music classification task the characteristics
of music styles are uncovered by the patterns of combinatorial

use of chords so it is important to abstract segments of related
chords into one object in the signal.

Figure 1: A three-layered tree structure generated from a
Seq2Tree model. Hidden states of lower-level nodes are inher-
ited from parent nodes. The root node of every subtree summa-
rizes the output from its children nodes.

In segment processing tasks since local relatedness is em-
phasized, the signals naturally prefer a tree structure where only
locally related nodes appear in the same subtree. The start node
of a segment appears as the root node of a subtree formed by the
following nodes in the segment. Nodes on the same level obeys
the chain dependency rule. An example of this tree structure is
shown in Figure 1. Existing networks like Tree-LSTM[1] and
Multilayer Seq2Seq [2] either require known dependency trees
or can only build trees with fixed height at every time step, so
neither of them are appropriate in solving segment processing
problems. Thus we introduce a neural network structure which
builds up such a tree, as is shown in Figure 1, from sequential
input. We call this neural network structure Seq2Tree network.
The Seq2Tree network should be the standard solution to seg-
ment processing tasks since the tree it builds correctly models
the signals in segment processing tasks.

Seq2Tree network is able to build up the temporally ex-
panding tree by passing the input data and the previous states
to a direction selection gate before any other operation. The
direction selection gate chooses the direct parent of the current
state, thus decides the level on which the current state should
be put. Seq2Tree network also has an update phase at the end
of processing each state. These two features enable Seq2Tree
network to deal with segment processing tasks better than any
existing RNN network structure. We prove the correctness and
efficiency of Seq2Tree network over Long Short Term Mem-
ory (LSTM), a most commonly used RNN variant, as well as
the state-of-the-art models in both tasks using our experimental
results generated from the same training/test separations of the
corpora with the same set of network parameters. The data for
the speech and noise separation task comes from the CHiME
challenge [3]. The music data for our evaluation is sampled by



ourselves from the Million Song Dataset [4].
Current state-of-the-art system for the speech and noise

separation task is based on Bidirectional LSTM network.[5]
Bidirectional LSTM makes the same assumption over the input
data as the ordinary LSTM network. The difference is that Bidi-
rectional LSTM incorporates future hidden states to the predic-
tion at a previous step.[6] In the music style classification task
most of the evaluations have been done over datasets collected
by the author, so there exists a lot of randomness. From our
selected papers we found that the state-of-the-art results in age-
and region-based music classification tasks are both achieved by
classifiers based on HMM[7], while the state-of-the-art system
in the composer-based music style classification task uses deep
feed forward network[8]. In the feed forward neural network
model all weights on each layer are shared, which means that
the model treats the note at each time step in the same way. This
characteristic limits the feed forward neural network’s ability to
discover segment-level features of the input data. The RNN and
HMM based systems also face this problem.

Experiments show that Seq2Tree network generates com-
parable or better results as LSTM network, while it also beats
the state-of-the-art systems on both tasks. This proves that
Seq2Tree network is more powerful in modeling noisy speech
signals and music signals and could produce the state-of-the-art
results in tasks related to these two fields.

2. Seq2Tree Network

Figure 2: Seq2Tree network architecture. Left part of the figure
is the parent selection gate. hparents and cparents are inherited
from the former state. The right half includes the hidden state
calculation and parent hidden state updating mechanism.

Original RNN’s are based on the assumption that the in-
put data is chain-structured. However this assumption does not
agree with most real-life scenes. For example, in music signal
streams, the chords make more sense when they are grouped
to be bars or even longer segments. This weakens the perfor-
mances of RNN’s on sound signal processing tasks. In fact ac-
cording to our experimental results, the model based on Long
Short Term Memory(LSTM)[9], an RNN architecture, performs
similarly to HMM models.

Thus we come up with a neural network which is better
at modeling real-life sound signals by discovering the tree-
structured dependency paths among input units. We call this
neural network architecture Seq2Tree. In the tree Seq2Tree con-
structs, children nodes in a subtree inherit the state from their
parent node, and the local nodes in the same level of a sub-
tree passes hidden states. This structure efficiently emphasizes
the connections among local nodes under the same parent node,
which agrees with the features of real-life music signals.

Seq2Tree builds up the tree structure instead of a chain-
structured output by adding one branching phase before get-

ting the previous state. The branching operation gives each
node more freedom in choosing the parent node to follow. A
branching gate d is used to control the parent-selection opera-
tion. Transition functions of Seq2Tree network is as follows:

dkt = θ(σ(W (d)xt + U (d)hk + b(d))),

hparent =
∏
dkt=0

dkthk + d(k−1)thk−1,

it = σ(W (i)xt + U (i)hparent + b(i)),

ft = σ(W (f)xt + U (f)hparent + b(f)),

ot = σ(W (o)xt + U (o)hparent + b(o)),

ut = tanh(W (u)xt + U (u)hparent + b(u)),

ct = it � ut + ft � ct−1,

ht = ut � tanh(ct),

∆ft = σ(W (f)xt + U (f)ht + b(f)),

∆ct = ∆ft � ct,

clt = clt + ∆ct −
l−1∑
i=0

ui∆ct,

hlt = olt � tanh(clt).

where θ stands for a binary thresholding function, kt indexes all
the ancestor nodes including the previous state and lt is in the
range of the current node’s ancestors. hparent is the selected
parent node from the set hparents ∪ ht−1. i, f, o, u, c are the
LSTM gates and the memory cell, respectively, and the W,U, b
matrices are the weights. The new node keeps climbing up its
ancestor path till the direction gate dkt becomes non-negative.
Node pk−1 is then selected to be the parent node of the current
node when the algorithm stops, or when it reaches node on the
highest level of the tree.

3. Tasks
3.1. Speech and Noise Separation

As is defined in the Second CHiME Challenge[3, 10], the
goal of speech and noise separation task is to predict a time-
frequency mask, when given a piece of noisy speech audio,
that minimizes the energy of noise when applied to the origi-
nal speech signal.

The current state-of-the-art system for this task uses Bidi-
rectional LSTM network structure[5]. Compared to the original
LSTM network, Bidirectional LSTM incorporates future infor-
mation to the prediction at each time step. This helps the Bidi-
rectional LSTM model bound the range of noise signals.

However different types of noises follow different sets of
patterns. Bidirectional LSTM is not able to detect the noise
type when multiple noise signals overlap with each other, which
harms their prediction performance in more complex situations.

Based on the structural features of the speech signals, we
found that Seq2Tree network is more suitable for the speech
and noise separation task. The benefit of applying Seq2Tree
architecture is that in the generated tree structure, overlapped
noise signals can be separated into nested layers, which helps
preserve the pattern of noise from a single source.

3.2. Music Style Classification

Compared to speech recognition tasks, input signals in music-
related tasks are often more regularized and easier to predict.



To emphasize this feature and to be consistent with our baseline
systems, we treat the input music signals as sequences of notes.
The notes are represented using their pitch class.

Previous works in this task mainly focus on extracting fea-
tures from fractions of the input sequence. This leads to a
trend of combining HMM with a classification algorithm such
as Naive Bayes Classifier or AdaBoost, as is used by the cur-
rent state-of-the-art system. Based on the chain-structured in-
put assumption we also implemented a LSTM classifier as our
baseline neural network model. Experiments show that the
LSTM classifier performs comparably well with the state-of-
the-art AdaBoost classification system.

Again we noticed that the melody features in a music piece
are decided by not single notes, but segments of them. This
motivated us to apply Seq2Tree network on music style classifi-
cation task, benefitting from the ability of Seq2Tree architecture
to group notes in adjacent time steps.

4. Models
4.1. Speech and Noise Separation

Our solution to the speech and noise separation task is to build
up the tree structure modeling a real-life speech scene first, then
make a prediction based on the hidden state at each time step by
training a softmax regressor:

maskt = softmax(U (R)ht + b(C))

where U (R) is the regression matrix which is trained on the
CHiME data[10, 11].

The input sound signal is preprocessed into one feature vec-
tor containing the energy in all the frequency bins at each time
step through Fourier Transform. As is suggested by Weninger
et al.[12], we apply two-stage training with the following loss
functions:

J1(t) = − 1

C

c∑
i=1

(maskti − labelti)2

J2(t) = − 1

C

c∑
i=1

(‖xt‖ · (maskti − labelti))2

where c denotes the number of frequency bins, maskti is the
predicted vector mask for bin i at time t, and labelti represents
the gold-standard mask for bin i at time step t.

4.2. Music Style Classification

We apply a trained softmax classifier on top of the root node
of the built tree structure to solve the music style classification
task. The root node is an additional highest level node added
to the tree generated by Seq2Tree network. Its hidden state is
updated by every root state of a non-empty subtree. The final
output is a probability distribution over all possible classes:

p(y|hroot) = softmax(U (C)hroot + b(C)),

ŷ = argmaxy p(y|hroot)

where U (c) is the classification matrix, b(c) represents the bias,
hroot is the hidden state at the root node, and ŷ is the predicted
label of the input.

The loss function we use in this model is the cross entropy
loss of the predicted label ŷ:

J(θ) = − 1

C

C∑
i=1

p(ŷ) · log pθ(ŷ|hroot)

where C is the number of possible classes, p(ŷ) is the proba-
bility that the input music actually belongs to the class ŷ, and
pθ(ŷ|hroot) represents the predicted probability that the music
falls in the class ŷ with the parameter set θ.

5. Experiments and Discussions
5.1. General Settings

In both models we set the dimension of hidden states to be 1024.
For the speech and noise separation experiment we set the input
shape to be 50 time steps with 513 frequency bins at each time
step. In the music style classification task we slice the input note
sequence into batches of size 300, since the input sequences are
of variable length.

5.2. Speech and Noise Separation Experiment

5.2.1. Experiment Setup

In this task, the input is audio waveform, and our goal is to pre-
dict a mask which could minimize the energy of noise when the
mask is applied to the input audio. The audio files are prepro-
cessed using Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT), then the
energy values are filtered into 513 frequency bins. The audio
data is from the CHiMe dataset[10, 11], and we use a 80%/20%
split for training and test sets.

For evaluation we implemented the prediction model de-
scribed in Section 4.1 with Seq2Tree network. In the network,
a prediction is made at each time step, but postorder in the tree
generated by the model. The reason is that the parent state is
ready to output only when the segment is entirely processed.

The overall results for both our model and the baseline sys-
tem are evaluated in terms of Mean Squared Error (MSE), while
we also compare their performances on single audio files using
Overall Perceptual Score (OPS) in this task[13, 14]. The score
is calculated by comparing the energy distribution at each time
interval to that of the gold standard noise-free audio files.

5.2.2. Results and Analysis

The MSE for both our Seq2Tree-based model and the baseline
model are listed in Table 1. The results are recorded after 10-
fold cross validation over the sampled CHiME data.

Model MSE
BLSTM 0.0445331
Seq2Tree 0.0204997

Table 1: Speech and noise separation evaluation results. Aver-
age performance of each model after ten-fold validation.

Clearly, in terms of average performance our model out-
performs our baseline Bidirectional LSTM model. This agrees
with our hypothesis that the speech and noise separation task is
a segment processing task instead of sequence processing task,
and that in this task, local dependencies inside each segment are
more important than global dependency paths.

Though our model using Seq2Tree architecture performs
better than the Bidirectional LSTM model in general, our model
suffers from low performance in the worst case. The best
and worst results of both systems can be found in Table 2.
This should have been caused by incorrect branching operations
when building the tree. Further tuning for the threshold of the
branching gate is needed.



Model OPS(dB)
BLSTM (Worst Case) 25.01
BLSTM (Best Case) 40.96
Seq2Tree (Worst Case) 26.17
Seq2Tree (Best Case) 62.09

Table 2: Speech and noise separation evaluation results. Ex-
treme case performances of each model.

5.3. Music Style Classification Experiment

5.3.1. Experiment Setup

For the music style classification task we designed three inde-
pendent experiments in order to compare the performance of
our model with the baseline systems. The three experiments
are composer-based music style classification, age-based mu-
sic style classification, and country-based music style classifi-
cation, respectively. Each dataset for the three tasks contain
800 music pieces. Data for every experiment is subject to a
80%/20% training/test separation.

We use the same model for the three experiments. The
model is implemented according to the specifications in Section
4.2. The input is a sequence of notes represented by their pitch
class, and the prediction is made at the root node of the tree built
by our Seq2Tree-based model, after all updates are done. The
results are recorded in terms of classification precision.

5.3.2. Results and Analysis

The country-based music style classification results are re-
flected in Table 3. The overall precision is calculated over all
six classes. We also give the average precision of our model
on binary classification tasks over every of the six countries,
so as to make our results comparable to those of our base-
line systems[15, 8, 7, 16]. Regarding the classification results,
clearly our model performs better than the baseline systems,
with an improvement of nearly 30 in terms of binary classi-
fication precision. Moreover, to prove the advancement of our
model over neural network approaches, we evaluated the perfor-
mance of one LSTM-based model on the same task and corpus.
The results show that in both multi-class and binary classifica-
tion tasks our model outperforms the LSTM model.

Model Precision
HMM (Binary) 77%
HMM (3-class) 63%
LSTM (Binary) 83.33%
Seq2Tree (Binary) 98.26%
LSTM 76.67%
Seq2Tree 94.74%

Table 3: Country-based music style classification results. The
binary classification result is the average precision for every
class.

The encouraging results produced by our Seq2Tree model
which beat all the chain-structured models with the same hyper
parameters support our hypothesis that music signals are tree-
structured. Also they help prove the ability of the Seq2Tree
network to preserve tree-structured dependencies.

For the composer-based music style classification problem

Model Precision
Feed Forward Network (Binary) 97.09%
LSTM (Binary) 90.08%
Seq2Tree (Binary) 99.46%
LSTM 81.27%
Seq2Tree 96.76%

Table 4: Composer-based music style classification results.

we compare the performance of our model with the state-of-the-
art results by the system of Giuseppe Buzzanca [8] using deep
feed forward network. They did only binary classification ex-
periments so we added two experiments using our LSTM model
on both the ten-class classification task and the binary classifi-
cation task, as our baseline. Meanwhile, we are the first to pub-
lish evaluation results in an age-based music style classification
task so we compare our results only with the LSTM system.
Results for the two experiments are shown in Table 4 and Ta-
ble 5, respectively. In both tasks our Seq2Tree-based model
outperforms the state-of-the-art results and our baseline LSTM
system, which is very consistent with the experimental results
in the country-based music style classification task.

Model Precision
LSTM (Binary) 80.13%
Seq2Tree (Binary) 98.75%
LSTM 74.33%
Seq2Tree 96.86%

Table 5: Age-based music style classification results.

6. Conclusion
In this paper we introduce Seq2Tree network to sound signal
processing tasks. Seq2Tree network is able to learn tree-styled
dependency structure from sequential input without the help of
syntactic rules. Compared to other tree-construction neural net-
works such as multilayer Seq2Seq network, Seq2Tree architec-
ture allows the tree it builds to be arbitrarily deep at each time
step, which agrees with real-life sound signals more. Thus we
think that Seq2Tree network is a better choice in sound signal
processing tasks. To show this we designed two experiments
and compared the performances of a Seq2Tree model with the
state-of-the-art system and an LSTM baseline system in each
task. The tasks are 1) a speech and noise separation task and
2) a music style classification task. Experimental results show
that in both tasks the Seq2Tree-based models beat the reported
state-of-the-art results and the performance of the LSTM base-
line system. This clearly supports our claim that Seq2Tree net-
work is more proper for sound signal processing tasks than the
popular sequential systems. Besides sound signal processing
tasks, we believe that Seq2Tree network should work well on
any segment processing task. Further experiments are needed
to prove this.
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